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THE ART OF SCULPTURE

Celebrating the Art of Sculpture 2OL4, a major exhibition
featuring the work of 20 artists from all over New England,
is being held outdoors at the Peabody lnstitute Library of
Danvers at 15 Sylvan Street in Danvers. lt opens on June 9th
and runs through September 19th. The exhibit is sponsored
by the Library in cooperation with the Barn Workshop Gal-
le ry, a lso of Da nve rs.

"We are bringing sculpture into the community in a way
that it can be enjoyed by everyon€," says Alan Thibeault,
Library Director. "Last year's exhibition created quite a stir.
People came from all over to see the sculptures and we re-
ceived a lot of positive feedback. The pieces will be on dis-
play all summer and the viewing is free, so we hope that
families will bring friends and out-of-town guests to learn
more about these innovative works on a grand scale."

The sculptures you'll see are created of many different ma-
terials including stone and metal. One of the wonderful
things about sculpture is that you can walk around each
piece and examine its lines and structure to get a feel for
what each piece is communicating. The outdoor garden
setting invites you to take your tiffi€, stroll around, s€e all
the sculptures, and then revisit your favorites.

"Even though the sculptures are very different, their sizp,
structur€, and placement complement each other and cre-
ate a cohesive presentatio n j' explained Michael Guadagho,
exhibit curator and president of The Barn Workshop Gal-
le ry.



Artists in the exhibit include: Michoel Alfono, Thomos Ber-
ge r, Gilbert Boro, Corole Eisner, Hugh Gibbofrs, Michqel
Guodogno, Michael Hansel, Bruce Hathaway, Jsy Hov-

ighurst, Bsrrett Kern, Dovid Millen, Joseph Montroy, James

Rsppo, Antoinette Prien Schultze, Alvin Sher, Dovid Skoro,

Dovid Smolley, John Weidmon, qnd Melanie Zibit.

About The Barn Workshop Gallery

Founded in L973, the Barn Workshop Gallery is a nonprofit
school that provides instructioh, a studio, and gallery for
artists who want to work in cooperation with other artists
and students. Classes and workshops in different disciplines
are offered for people at all skill levels. Consulting services

and art education programs are also offered for public and
private elementary, middle, and high schools. For more in-

formation, visit: www. ba rnworkshop.com.

About the Peabody lnstitute Library

The Peabody lnstitute Library is the public library of the
Town of Danvers. Mirroring the senti ments of its chief ben-

efactor, George Peabody, 'Education is a debt due from
present to future generatiohs," the Library strives to be a

multi-purpose orga nization dedicated to lifelong learning

and enrichment. The Library provides a wide variety of ser-

vices which serve the whole person for the public good, re-

gardless of the individual's race, cre€d, or socioeconomic

status. For more information, visit: www.danverslibrary.org.



Michael Alfano
Michael Alfano has been sculpting for over

twenty years - his work is in galleries, muse-

ums, parks, and private collections around

the globe. Among Alfano's commissioned

works are portraits of world leaders.

"Running Wheel" is a fun, interactive, sculp-

ture with an engaging design and multiple

levels of interpretation. lt depicts 26 realistic

legs in a wheel formation, symbolizing th e 26

miles of a marathon. Viewers can spin the Running Wheel

sculpture so the legs appear to be running. The blur they create is simi-
lar to the sea of legs observed in a large road race, like the Boston
Marathon. The sculpture represents the democratic nature of the sport
of running, where nearly anyone can participate, not merely athletic
elites. "Running Wheel" can also be seen as a metaphor for a mara-
thoner's endless routine or for the busy lives people lead.

Jay Havighurst
Title of sculpture: Harmonic Tube

My sculptures combine my craft as a fine art sculptor, musical instru-
ment maker, musician, and composer. The works include interactive

sound environments. Materials are especially important - wood for its
acoustic resonance and surface richness; aluminum for its sonic and

reflective-light properties; steel for its mass and tone. Searching and

learning about sound often leads me to new sculptural results. Discov-
ery is my best guide as I explore materials for their unique qualities. I

encourage the viewer to interact with the work. I greatly enjoy the audi-

ence's participation in my sculptures - discovering their meanlng and
purpose.



Thomas Berger
With my sculptures, I express my

admiration for nature in all its

forms: the universe, our planet,

life in all its variations, and our

human existence. There is magic

found in every living thing and the

creation of nature is a mystery.

We will probably never know to

the last point how our existence

started, ohd why out of a big bang

unfolded such an incomprehensible nchness of space, time, forms, and

above all: life! lt is a question to which we can find an answer only in

spirituality.

Toothed Fish

Gilbert Boro
Gilbert Boro has had a distinguished career as a sculptor, architect,

educator, and international design consultant. Using various materials,

including steel, stone, aluminum, ?hd wood, his sculptures are con-

cerned with the Interplay of space, place, and scale. He believes the

challenge and joys of creation are

equally related to visualization

and execution. What art should

do is help us regain the creativity

we all had as children.

Boro's work has been exhibited in

numerous galleries and pur-

chased by collectors, corpora-

tions, and foundations in the US

and Europe.
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Carole Eisner

I work In steel. I find that the intrinsic

strength and permanence of steel are im-

portant. Steel is indestructible, yet mallea-

ble. lt can be rolled into a cylinder, bent,

drilled, ?hd welded. lt cooperates with the

artist.

Working in steel gives me the freedom to

edit. I love combining found, ancient steel

scrapes, which are loaded with history and reference

a prevous life of functionality, but now will be reconfigured into an ab-

stract construction which will reflect today's concerns and become art.

Form, line, weight, balance, and an element of whimsy are my overrid-

ing considerations. I strive to make the sculpture appear gestural, light,

and airy. l'm cognizant of how the viewer approaches a work. Does it

speak to the viewer in an intelligent way? ls the viewer baffled or de-

lighted at some discovery in the work?

Totem

Joseph Montroy

I graduated with an MFA from Rochester lnstitute of Technology in

Rochester, New York. I am an active sculptor, creating and showing

work throughout the Eastern and Central United States. I teach as an

adjunct professor and offer workshops at a number of art centers

across the Northeast. I have exhibited my sculpture in galleries in New

Hampshire, Rhode lsland, Massachusetts, New York, Alabama, Minne-

sota, Pennsylvania, and Vermont.



Hugh Gibbons

I had spent a lifetime working in wood and stone, and then

a year ago, chance led me to the Art Foundry in Sacramen-

to, whose owner, Alan Osborn, is the Pied Piper of bronze

sculpture. The lure of bronze sculpture tore me away from

the wood. Working in a medium as durable as bronze, with

its incredible potential for beauty, is in an odd way daunting.

Each piece must have a durable esthetic, something that is

likely to have an impact on those who do not share the cul-

ture out of which it was created. For something that will

endure, one feels an obligation to create something with a

deeper vibration in the human senses.

Wind Shift

Michael Hansel

Michael Hansel uses sculpture as a means of

pointing people away from what they take for

granted towards an oddly humorous world

composed of vaguely familiar elements. I at-

tempt to distort traditional assumptions relat-

ing to function, while also suggesting a con-

ceptual relationship between life and industry.

My primary method is to create industrial

looking forms, which serve only aesthetic pur-

poses. The contrasting relationship between hard and soft forms is the

basic component of how I interpret things visually. Their interaction is

in one way or another the overriding concept in all the objects that I

have made. Each piece tells a slightly different story All of thern at-

tempt to illustrate the sense of irony that seems to exist when forms

are separated from their function.

lntestinal Fortitude



Bruce Hathaway
ln one form or another I have worked with

metal for the past forty years. I prefer work-

ing with stainless steel and aluminum for

their maintenance-free characteristics and

the beautiful textures which may be applied

to their surface. My work gravitates towards

the expression of motion and more generally

is a meditation on the curved line, which I

find has an infinite amount of expressive

facilities.
The Alchemy Of Time

& Fire

"The Alchemy Of Time & Fips" - our re-

sponse to adversity and pain may take a number of forms. One may be

to become a more reflective and sensitive individual. Where the Alche-

mist's furnace failed to transform lead into gold, the fire of pain can

burn out destructive thinking and behavior, leaving a refinement of

character, the better self. ln "The Alchemy Of Time & Fire" a single

individual is seen in three stages of burning. As each level is attained

the individual sheds away the lead weight that shackled him until at the

top he floats free.

David Millen

My sculptures represent energy, balance, and the

vitality of the body in action. They are a timeless

combination of old and new, rooted in classical

structure, yet stylized in their simplicity of form.

The sculptures are designed for longevity using

modern materials beginning with a steel support

framework. The finished surfaces are marbleized

or bronzed and often embellished. Three Acrobafs



Michael Guadagno
ln material and form,l strive to understand and

appreciate the intrinsic qualities of the material

as a valuable natural aesthetic, and combine

that with a clear structure and imagery that is

integral with the material, so that image and

material together will present a strong harmoni-

ous vision.

ln a connecting aesthetical image, I reach for a

form with strong classical roots, with integrity in

its compositional structure, and an exciting new

visual expression, so that it will stimulate the creative intellect, but still

connect to nature and the human experience through the senses.

Wherefore, form, through concept and presentation, increase in its val-

ue over time.

ln the element of the human spirit,l constantly try to explore, in differ-

ent ways, the subconscious operatives of human duality by infusing my

work with two elements and their connecting link (A "sense of" this or

that, two entities that coexist.)

Balanced Color

John Weidman

ln the process of making sculpture, my

priority is to create form with a balance of

technology and creativity. Working with

different materials - mostly stone and

metal - | strlve to rnterpret my world and

its relationship to others, inviting the

viewer to share and experience their

feelings with new perspectives. Disintegrating Moon



Barrett Kern

Barrett Kern pursued his dream of

becoming an artist bY receiving

formal training in the arts at Rhode

lsland College. During this training,

he was accePted into the B F.A

program with a concentration in

sculpture.

Over the following several years, he has created large abstract steel

sculptures with wood as an added element. He focuses on the points of

intersection between architecture, sculpture, and spatial analysis.

This sculpture is a representation of many things. I was at a point of

open-mindedness in growing as an artist and the passing of my grand-

father. The forms are reaching upwards toward the sky for him. He was

an ornamental iron worker by trade and one whose work I admired.

This sculpture commemorates the life he ilved and the skills he passed

on to me."

Antoinette Prien Sch ultze
I use the natural and eternal presentation that :" 

,m .

stone affects to carve abstract forms that reflect

our common humanity and express the wonder
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and the addition of glass (representing our pas- Totem

sions and feelings) renders a vulnerable and fragile

quality to my art. This quality of opposites, strength and

fragility, is a reminder of the beautiful balancing act that is

ever present in nature.
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A|vin Sher
I have created sculptures using imaginary archi-

tectural elements for twenty-five years. The

sculptures deal with mythic and scientific issues,

using architectural forms as a vehicle. They are

all metaphors for human curiosity and searching.

The sculptures bridge time and ideas with an-

cient and new materials and forms.

The works are executed using materials and

techniques such as stone cutting, traditional

bronze, and iron casting as well as modern tech-

nologies like inert gas welding of aluminum and stainless steel, vopori-

zalian casting, plasma metal cutting, and computer imaging. My sculp-

tures are influenced by both modern and ancient works.

Pyramid Labyrinth

David Skora
Title of sculpture: Baroque Composition

I am an artist who is interested in many things, therefore my body of

work tends to be eclectic. There is a commonality of imagery that aris-

es from little vignettes in my head like stills captured from a dream.

These visions become the basis of my work and

the thread that draws it together. lt is then up to

the viewer to interpret the archetypal images, the

metaphoric content, and the symbolic meanings

based on their own subconscious dramas. My

images compose a puzzle whose pieces, while

based on a personal mythology, talk to the uni-

versal in all of us.



David Smalley
I have been making sculPture for

over 50 years, which is a number I

can hardly believe. I began making

kinetic pieces around 1980. Motion

creates additional complexity to a

sculpture, but I have tried, in all mY

kinetic pieces, to have the motion so

strongly implied that it is part of the

piece, even when it's standing still.

"Circle Dance" is quite a titeral title. I wanted to create an informal

"tangle" of circles, within the mechanical and balance constraints that

motion puts on a piece.

Circle Dance

Melante Ztbit

My career as a professional sculptor was

launched when my college sculpture professor

told me, "You must go to ltaly if you are going to

create Sculpture." I graduated from Brandeis Uni-

versity, magna cum laude, with honors in sculp-

ture and was voted the most promising student in

sculpture. Then I took myself to Carrara, ltaly, to

learn to carve from the masters. Over the years, I

have been to ltaly many times to carve or cast in

Pietrasanta (which means Holy Stone). I have

exhibited extensively in museums and galleries throughout New Eng-

land and my work is held in many private collections.

Arctic lce


